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Local voices talking about wind
energy in Michigan
Wind energy is helping Michigan's rural
communities thrive. When a community
hosts a wind project, everyone who lives
there wins. Listen to what landowners and
township officials in Huron and Gratiot
counties have to say about what it is like to
have wind parks in their communities.

Scientists for a day, lovers
of the lakes for life

Getting kids to focus can be tough.
Getting them outdoors can be a
chore. But tell them their classroom
for a day will be on a sailboat on
Lake Michigan and odds are good
they'll be aboard.

Reviving the skilled trades
in Detroit

Generations of skilled tradespeople
built the Motor City, put the world on
wheels, and created the American
middle class. In recent decades
though, interest in skilled trades
careers has diminished among youth
and young adults nationwide along
with vocational education options.

Kids show how to party at
Beacon Park birthday bash
Laughter and smiles from hundreds of
children replaced ceremony and speeches
on Saturday at the one-year anniversary
celebration of Beacon Park in downtown
Detroit. Event organizers marked the first
year of Detroit's newest public space with
a party for children in foster care and those
living in low-resource neighborhoods.

DTE Energy Breaks Giving
Back Records
DTE Energy's Care Force volunteer efforts
blanketed Michigan and beyond in August
for Month of Caring, and its teams crushed
all of the records from last year. Not only
did DTE increase its volunteer hours,
but the company more than doubled
employee engagement.
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